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SCHMUTTER safety shoes ADVANCEDD

Product description
Men’s protective shoes conforming to S1P class according to ISO 20345:2022 standard. High-quality workmanship 
provides convenience and comfort of use. The model has the ADVANCED LACE SYSTEM for quick adjustment of 
the binding and precise and even fit of the shoe. The shoes are equipped with a composite lightweight toe cap that 
protects the toes of the foot, e.g. against falling objects, debris, tools. Thanks to the anti-slip sole, the footwear  
is perfect for walking on uneven and slippery surfaces. Shoes recommended in the logistics, transport, automotive 
industry, renovation work. They are perfect for indoor use (e.g. halls).

Characteristics
 . made in accordance with the standard defining the 

requirements for safety footwear - EN ISO 20345:2022;
 . category of safety footwear with additional properties, 

for use at work - S1P;
 . SRC anti-slip properties;
 . ADVANCED LACE SYSTEM quick binding adjustment;
 . reinforced heel counter;
 . composite toe cap for better toe protection;
 . equipped with an anti-puncture insert made of Kevlar;
 . made of durable plastic;
 . rubber sole;

 . anti-slip soles made of polyurethane;
 . lining made of breathable mesh fabric for good 

ventilation;
 . lining - EVA to prevent abrasions;
 . upper of footwear made of leather and fabric;
 . provide energy absorption in the heel part;
 . resistant to diesel and lubricants;
 . antistatic properties;
 . CE certificate;
 . black colour with blue elements;
 . optimal fit to the foot ensures comfort of use.
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Technical data

HT5K575-40 5902801459177 26,5 cm / 40
HT5K575-41 5902801459504 27,1 cm / 41
HT5K575-42 5902801459146 27,8 cm / 42
HT5K575-43 5902801459016 28,4 cm / 43
HT5K575-44 5902801459122 29,1 cm / 44
HT5K575-45 5902801459450 29,7 cm / 45
HT5K575-46 5902801459153 30,4 cm / 46

CAT. II S1P SRC
COMPOSITE KEVLAR

+ PU


